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SSLC MODEL EXAMINATION-FEBRUARY, 2412

MATHEMATICS

T'nne: 2% Hours Total Score: 80

Instructions:

1. Read the insfuctions of each question and zumrr*er.

2. Explain the.answer wherever necessary.

3. Avail 15 minutes as cool offtime and read the questions carefully'.

4. If there is an'OR'mentioned in betueen two questions, answer only one among thern.

5. Simplification of in:ationals such as fi,dZ etc. with its approximate value is not required, if

not specified in the question.

Score

1. Write the sequence obtained by multiplying each odd number starting from l, t2l
by 2 and adding 3. Does it form an frithmetic sequence ?

2l)n the quadrilateral ABCD, ,{[:80o, ZC:70", lD:120". If we draw a circle 12]
a*irn AC as diameter, where is the position of B with reference to this circle ?

3. What are the peculiarities of the line joining the points A (-2,3) and B (5, 3) ?
Write any two points on this line other than these.

4. Write the sequence formed by the integer terms of the arithmetic sequence

9,4, 1 , . . . . .  ls 47 a term of this sequence?
848

! A the figure, AD is tlrc diameter of the semi circle.

"L BP and CQ are perpendicular to AD. Prove that
AB : CD.
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A/n^* has a savings box. She deposits I Rupee on the first day, 2 Rupees on t3]
V the second day, 3 Rupees on the third day and so on in the box. After some

days she found 171 Rupees in the box. How many days did she take forthis

toal deposit ?
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7. A pole is erected perpendicular to the ground and a rope is fastened from the t3l
top of the pole to the gound..The rope makes an angle of 45o with the ground'

ttr" rop. touches the ground at a distance of 12 metres from the foot of the

pole. When the foot of the rope is shifted towards the pole it make 6tr wifll

ttre ground. Draw a rough figtre showing these facts. Find the shifted distance.

OR

In the figure lA:45",
lB = ff and Bp: 12 centimete.
Calculaie the length of AB.

The side of a solid cube is 12 centimete. What is ttre slnt height of the largest t3l
square pyramid that can be made from this cube ? 
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In the figure A is a point on the X-a,xis.
B and C ard points on qe Y-axis.

' (a) Write the coordinates ofA.

O) Write the coordinates of C

-r$\p)-Write the coordinates of B.
\ L/\

10. Lots numbered I to l0 are placed in two-boxes. Take one lot each from the t3]
two boxes by closing the eYes.

(a) what is tlre probability of gefiing the same number in each lot ?
_.?i

O$1dl/nt is *rE pnobability of getting the prime number in each lot ?

1q_r\fnat is the i4obability that one number'is the square of the other ?
\
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Write the polynomial N-l3x+6 as the product of"two first degree polyromials.

A (1, 2), B (6, 3), C (5, 8), D (0, 7) are the vertices of dle quadrilateral ABCD.

What is the peculiarity of its diagonals

'Ihe table below shows the classification of 100 pupils in a school according to

their heieht.

130-135
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Find the mean height.

14. Appu claims that the sun of continuous tetms fiom the first temt of the arithr:retic [4]

sequence 4, 12, 20, ....... is always a perfbct square. Do you agee with Appu?

Why? What is the difference between the sum of the fint 10 terms and the next

l0 terms ol' this.sequence ?

w a circle of radirs 3.5 centimetre. Constmct a triangle whose two angles t1]

50'and 100' in such a way that the drawn circle is the circum circle of

triangle. Write the length of tre largest side of this ftiangle-

In the figure A ABC'is a right angld
triangle. The circle drawn with AB as
diameter intersect AC at E. The
tangent at E intersect BC at D. What
is the measuie-of lBf.A? Prove that
ICED = IECD.

N/ fna- radius of the incircle of a triangle is 2.5 centimetre. Measure of nvo angles t4]
\ tF

\otthe rriangle are 5(F?hd 6CI. Constrtdil6-c triangle and \rrrrite tlie rniasure

of its sides. ' \

OR

[]ru*,, a circlc of radius 3 centimetre. lr4ark the porllt P" 7 centimetre away {i'om

t1e cenrre of the bircle. Construct the two tangents from P io the circle. Write

'tlre lerrg;th of the tangcnts.

t4l
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What first degree polynomial is to be added to ?;'l.-9* to get a'polynomial

having (x-2) and (x-3) as factors ?

The table below shows the classification of 50 people in a village according to

fteir daily irrcome.

Daily irrcune
(in Rupees)

Number of People

r25-r3s 4

l 35-145 6

145- I 55 r0

r55-165 l5

165-175 8

175-185 4

185-195 J

(a) To which class the median belongs?

O) Fird tlrc m€dian of the daily income.

The two sides of a triangular card sheet is

If the angle betrveen tlrcm is 7tr,

(a). Find ttre area of the timgular sheet.

O) y'ind ttre length of ftre third side of the strcet.
r-/
(Sin 70" = 0.9397, cos 70o = 0.3420, tan 70' = 2.7475)

ln ttre figure A ABC is a right angted triangle. A circle of radim 7 centimehe is

dnawn with centre A and another circle of radius I I centimetre is drawn with

centr€ at C. A circle cented at B touches the other two circles at P and Q.

(a) lf we take'tre radim of the circle centred at B as 'r'what is AB?

O) If AC = 20 cantimetre, find r.

20. 15 centimetre and l8 centimete. t5l

21,
v

t5l
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22. A sector with cenfial angle 288P is cut off from a circular tin sheet of radius I5l
15 centimefie. The sector is then rolled up to a conical vessel of maximum size.

What is ttre height of the vessel? This conical vessel is filled with water and then

completely poured into hemispherical vessels of diameter 6 centimeter each.

How many such hemispherical vessels re required?

OR

/A solid metal cone with radius 6 centimehe and height 24 centimetre is melted

J andrecasted into 8 solid spheres of equ,al size. What is the radius of srich a

sphere? What is the total surface area of these spheres?

23. What is the slope of the line passing tlrough the points A (1, 3) and B(3, 3)? t5l

Prove that the equation of this line isf - + = l. Write the coordinates of the

points at which this line.intersects the X-axis and Y-axis.

OR

Write the coordinates of the point of intersection of the_lines,x-2y+8:Q,

2x+ y + I = 0,. Write the coordinates of the points where these lines intenect

the Y-axis. Find the disance between any two of these threc points-'
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